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..TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE
SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES

AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE
FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF GOD'S
WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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LESSONS FROM THE AYATOLLAH
FROM THE EDITOR

And so we can, with substa ntial iustification, set up

contrasts þetween Khomeini and us. He ís authori'
tarian; we are democratic. He is medieval; we are
modern. He is unreasonable; we are rational and
conciliatory. And the comparísons could g.o on. But
this is only halÍ the story. The other half of the story

can be totd when we look at Khomeini and see
partial reflections of ourselves'
Our nation is confronted todoy with the
power of a greot Satan. . . . And we hope that

all Islomic nations ioin us in this fight

between Islqm and Blasphemy, between
ourselves qnd Americo . . . . I osk all Islamic
notions, all Moslems, all Islamic ormies, all
Islamic militøry forces and heads of Islamic
stqtes to ioin our movement ond to join us
in our confrontation since this confrontation is not iust between lran and the U.S',
fbutJ rather between all Bløsphemy and all
Islam. Moslems should orise, face up to the
îight ønd become victorious.

of a Khomeini speech to 120
-Portions
officers of the three armed forces of
Pakistan, delivered in Qom, and printed
The Pittsburg Courier, December l,

in

1979.

is this sort of rhetoric from Khomeini that
prompted
many commentators in recent
has
point
to the medieval characteristics of
weeks to
the man. Thus, for example, William Pfaff,
writing in The New Yorker for December 10,
1979, observed that

It

there is something in him that suggests Peter
the Hermit, preaching the First Crusade.
There is also something in him that reminds
one of Cromwell, Calvin, [or] the Abbott of
Cfteau*, who, confronted with the need to
distinguish heretic Cathari from the faithful,
said, "Burn them all. God will know his own."

Further, many of these commentators go on'

as did Pfaff, to dramatically contrast this
perspective with our own. Thus, Pfaff wrote
that Khomeini "acts in dimensions that are
closed to us. . .

."

To be sure, America and lran have had

radically different histories. For openers, Iran
was totally bypassed by the eighteenth century
Enlightenment, which provided the basis for
tolerance in this country and which undergirded
the notion held dear by Americans that "all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.

"

Further, those Americans who were reluctant
to accept the Enlightenment premises of
toleration were literally forced into tolerance by
the fact of radical pluralism in this country. In
other words, as Sidney E. Mead notes, when
Americans were forced to live alongside
countless others with whom they disagreed,
most of them "finally saw that the only way they
could get freedom for themselves was to grant it
to others." But pluralism has not been a notably
formative influence in Iran.

And finally, to the extent that a spirit of
toleration exists in America, it must be
attributed, at least in part, to the notion of a
gracious and long-suffering God which is so
central to America's dominant religious
tradition, the Judao-Christian heritage. But in

Islam, the spirit of justice and even revenge far
outweighs the spirit of grace, tolerance, and
understanding.

"Death to lran! Death to Iran!," and when
crowds in San Antonio harrass and jeer at
Iranian students who seek to express their
constitutional rights.

And so it is that we can, with

substantial
justification, set up contrasts between Khomeini
and us. He is authoritarian; \rye are democratic.

He is medieval; we are modern. He

is

unreasonable; we are rational and conciliatory.
And the comparisons could go on.

Further, let it be said loudly for all to hear
that Khomeini's ruthless, strong-arm tactics of
terrorism must be condemned. And in the face
of those tactics, the United States, as of this
writing, has conducted itself with remarkable
rationality and restraint. Undoubtedly, this
accounts for such wide spread world support of

The crusading dimensions, indeed, are open
to us, and for two very good reasons. In the first
place, we are human beings, subject to pride and
to god-like pretensions and, in the final analysis,
no better and no worse than the common lot of
mankind.

It ís precisely when people ot nations view
themselves as öofh righteous and abused
that they arc most prone to attow their
righteousness to spiral into righteous, it
not prcte ntious, crusades.

our position.
But lest we exult in our own righteousness, let
us remind ourselves that this is only half the
story. The other half of the story can be told
when we look at Khomeini and see partial
reflections of ourselves. That is, the American
spiritual frame of reference is not simple,
homogeneous, unilateral, and unidimensional.
We need to remind ourselves that while we can
be tolerant, we also can be radically intolerant;

while we can be rational, we also can

be

irrational and even anti-rational; and while we
can exercise restraint, we also can indulge in
righteous crusades. Pfaff is simply mistaken
when he writes that Khomeini "acts in
dimensions that are closed to us.

"

This is extremely important to recognize at
this time, especially because it is precisely when
people or nations view themselves as both
righteous and abused that they are most prone to
allow their righteousness to spiral into righteous,
if not pretentious, crusades. This is one lesson to
be learned from Jesus' story of the Pharisee and

the publican. It was in the very act of
proclaiming his own righteousness that the
Pharisee became the most unrighteous of all.

This story becomes pertinent to our current
a crowd assembles in Los
Angeles'Hollywood Bowl to express support for
the hostages, but which instead begins chanting,

situation when

4

But we also are subject to these dimensions
in the American
past and are capable of reasserting themselves,
because they lie deeply rooted

given the appropriate provocation.

Western analysts point to the highly authoritarian character of the Khomeini regime which
claims it acts for God against the heathen.
Further, they point to the fact that the Iranian
government today is a virtual theocracy wherein
God is the ruler and Khomeini is His mouthpiece.

But have we forgotten that these very same
themes abounded in Puritan New England, and
that they persisted, in explicitly Christian garb,
well into the nineteenth century, and in more
secular garb, into the twentieth century?
Further, it is worth noting that the roots of
Iran's theocracy are, in certain critical respects,
deeply embedded in a theory concerning the
Koran, the Islamic Scripture. Moslems believe
that the Koran was dictated, word for word, by
Allah. Further, the Koran is written in Arabic
because Allah spoke it in Arabic. The Koran
cannot be translated into another language
because it would lose, thereby, its precise
meaning and cease to be completely Koran. It
goes without saying, then, that the Koran is not
subject to interpretation. Allah speaks, and
mankind listens, and all humans are called upon

to implement the words of Allah precisely

as

they are given.

Clearly, this kind of reasoning is highly
seductive. Moslems who read the Koran do
interpret it. But in claiming not to interpret it,
they are able virtually to identify their own
interpretation with Allah's will. The stage thus is
set for theocratic authoritarianism, religious
persecutions, and theiihod or holy war.

It

is worth noting that

since most
they thereArabic,
Iranians do not read or speak
and are
Koran
fore are unable to read the
interpretathe
rendered totally dependent upon
tions of their ayatollahs, or teachers.

also

The theories and circumstances were
fundamentally similar in Puritan New England.
The Puritans believed that they were God's
chosen people, entrusted above all nations with
the truths of His Book. While the Puritans
recognized that the Bible could be translated,

lrrational responses to the Khomeini
regime by Americans maY well stir ow own
coll e ctiv e unconscious.

and while most Puritans could read the English
Bible, they nonetheless resolutely refused to
admit that it could be interpreted. As in Islam,
this claim was seductive, for the ministers were
entrusted with the task of expounding Scripture,
and their views were virtually identified with the
truths of AlmightY God.

Thus, the great historian of American
Puritanism, Perry Miller, noted that "so
obvious were the teachings of Scripture averred
to be that anyone who did not embrace them,
particularly after a godly minister had consulted

with him, must þso focto be perverse." And
William Ames, the chief interpreter for the Bay
Puritans, declared that
such an one is to be accounted stubborn' as
when the truth is not only manifestly revealed

in Scripture, but is also sufficiently pro-

pounded, and manifested unto him, yet doth
io adhere to her error, that he . . . opposeth
himself to the plain Scripture, and will not

through the naughtiness of his mind perceive
the sense of it.
However, the Puritan movement itself split into
numerous warring factions, each claiming that
Scripture was clear to any sincere seeker and that
those who missed its meaning were perverse.

Given the virtual identification of Puritan
understandings with the will of God, the
Puritans embarked upon a ruthless persecution
of those who did not share their views. These
persecutions are too well known to warrant
review here.

What is worth noting here is that the Puritan
legacy has survived through the centuries in
various forms, and is far from dead today.
Utilizing this legacy, for example, many
Americans during the American Revolution
viewed the Revolution as a veritable holy war.
Abraham Keteltas was not unusual when he
preached in 1777 that the Revolution was

the cause of truth against error and falsehood, the cause of righteousness against
iniquity, the cause . . . of benevolence against
barbarity, of virtue against vice, . . . of heaven
against hell. . . . Nay, it is a cause for which
the Son of God came down from the celestial
throne and expired on a cross.

And following the Revolution, the theocratic
ideal died hard. The spokesmen for religious
freedom and separation of church and state,
most notably Thomas Jefferson, were regularly
abused by Christians committed to a theocratic
order. To these Christians, anyone opposed to a
theocracy was opposed to God himself, and thus
Jefferson was accused of fostering atheism and a
"morality of devils which would . . . transform
the globe into one equal scene of desolation and
horror." And even after the First Amendment
was ratified, guaranteeing that Congress should
"make no law respecting the establishment of

religion,

or prohibiting the free

exercise

thereof , " legally established churches in
individual states were slow to disappear. Not
until 1833 did disestablishment finally come in
Massachusetts.

As the new nation moved into

the
was commonly assumed
belonged to America by

nineteenth century,

that the world

it

providential decree, since America was the
bearer of both true religion and democratic
liberties. The notion of manifest destiny was
first popularized by the journalist John L.
O'Sullivan in the dispute over the Oregon
Territory. O'Sullivan editorialized that

stitutions upon mankind, will spread itself
over the earth. . . . Is there room for reasonable doubt that this race . is destined to
dispossess many weaker races, assimilate
others, and mold the remainder, until in a
very true and important sense it has AngloSaxonized mankind?

our claim to Oregon . . . is by the right of our
manifest destiny to overspread and to possess
the whole of the continent which Providence
has given for the development of the great
experiment of liberty and federative selfgovernment entrusted to us.

In the twentieth century, these themes have
lost much of their specifically religious content.
But this does not mean that these themes have
died. Rather, they have been reshaped in secular
rather than religious forms. Providence is
seldom invoked as justification for American
expansion, and the theme of expansion itself has
been redefined in economic rather than
ideological terms.

And even the venerable Alexander Campbell
looked forward to the day when the Lord
Almighty would extend the Anglo-Saxon
people, tongue, and civilization "from north to
south, as they have already [been extended]
from east to west" until "over all the earth there
will be but one Lord, one faith, one hope and
one language.

But even this ne\ry economic mold of
American expansion has deep roots in a slowly
evolving understanding of American purpose
and destiny that originated in the theocratic
aspirations of the earliest Puritans. To pretend
that our current aspirations can function
without any reference whatsoever to our
aspirations of earlier centuries is to pretend that
we are gods, totally cut off and removed from
history.

"

In the latter part of the nineteenth century,
American theocratic aspirations were often cast
in an evolutionist mold. The world was about to
"enter upon a new stage of its history - the
final competition of roces, for which the AngloSaxon is being schooled, " Josiah Strong wrote
in his best selling volume, Our Country (1891).
When that happens, Strong predicted,

this race of unequaled energy, .
- the
representative, let us hope, of the largest
liberty, the purest Christianity, the highest
having developed peculiarly
civilization
aggressive traits calculated to impress its in-

HAPPY NBW YEAR

We can learn from Darius Shayegan, an
Iranian intellectual and philosopher, whose
recent comments in the European press are
quoted by Pfaff: "Khomeini stirs the collective
unconscious of Iranians." By the same token,
irrational responses to the Khomeini regime by
Americans may well stir our own collective
unconscious. This, we need to remember.

WITH BOOKS
Once a year, Mission Journql reviews for you some of the most noteworthy religious
books published during the past twelve months. It is our judgment that this is one of the
most meaningful services we can provide for our readers.
The review article this year is lengthy, but thorough and helpful, and we trust that it will
guide you to literary treasures that will brighten your life and stimulate your thinking during

-

the coming year.

We at Mission Journalwant to thank you for your support and your interest, and we
wish for you a happy, meaningful, and stimulating year. We will do our best to contribute to
that end.
THE EDITOR

-

By hbbie Lee Hollq

Thunder of Truth
and
Lightning of Love
Religious books continue to proliferate; more
than 2000 are published each year. According to
the directory of American book publishers, there
are over 200 publishers specializing in religious
topics. Covers and contents vary as do the
authors and their purposes. There are the
scholarly and the popular, the theoretical and the
practical, the aids to Bible study and the help for
living its precepts, devotional and inspirational
materials, poetry, novels, personal confessionals
and witnesses, biography. Some are well written,
properly documented, authoritative reflections of
the best of the scholars; some are warm and
touching in their simplicity; some are poorly
written and shallow and one wonders why they
were published at all.
Books are friends, adventures, valuable
resources. They provide spiritual nourishment,
help us to find meaning in living, call us back to
principles and values, put us in touch with
beauty, truth and wisdom, and often become
"channels of grace." An editorialist in The Neu.r
Reuiew of Books and Religion (May 7979)
comments that "a good spiritual book can help us
to see and be what we already are: images of God
in whom we really live and have our very being."
He further suggests that "the best of them
have two things in common: they first help us to

real\ze that God is indeed 'closer than breathing'
and 'nearer than hands and feet,' and then draw
us to love and serve Him here and now."
But how does one determine what to read,
what is helpful and worthwhile, what meets a
particular need or provides desired information,
which authors really have something to say or
have the credentials for dealing with their topics,
which books are not worth the time or money?
That isn't easy. For one thing, people's needs
vary. What one reads at one time in his/her life is
not relevant at another. Books that touch one
person deeply leave another cold and critical.
Often, however, a knowledge of books and
sensitivity to persons can yield happy alliances.
At least once a year Misslon provides an
update on some of the significant books that have
appeared during the preceding months. It is
understood that not all of those mentioned are for
every reader nor does the reviewer necessarily
recommend them. You will have to choose discriminately. While most of the books discussed
are religious in nature, there are some not so
characTerized that we Íeel are informative and
helpful.
This column can only scratch the surface; but,
hopefully, you, the readers, willfind something to
enable you to "launch out into the deep" to

gather in knowledge, inspiration, and enjoyment
in the fine arts of reading, thinking, meditating,
applying.
Bibles

New editions of almost every contemporary
version of the Bible are produced each year.
They come in numerous styles and formats with a
variety of publicized features. One can find
whatever suits his/her preference or pocketbook.
However, the only recent publishing achievement
to be noted at this time is the New Testament of
the NeLu King James Bible (Thomas Nelson).
This is not a new translation or a new version

but an attempt "to make King James more
readable and understandable for twentieth
century readers." It has been in preparation for
four years by a team of international scholars,
editors, and church leaders. Great care was given

to

maintaining the "word order, splendid
cadences and theological terms" of the King
James Version.

The major changes are these: (1) modern
pronouns rather than "thees" and "thous," (2)
up-to-date punctuation and grammar usage, (3)
20th century words for those that have
completely changed in meaning in the evolution
of language, and (4) the use of quotation marks.
There are several editions already, including a
paperback. The Old Testament is due to be
completed in 1981.
Tools for Serious Study
Several commentaries, dictionaries and
concordances are either new or substantially
revised. These are effective aids for any serious
Bible student and are recommended for church
or home libraries. The Concordia Selt'-Study
Commentary ($17.95), twenty years in the
making, is described as an "authoritative in-home
resource." Another one designed for home study
is Zondervan's The lVeu Layman's Bible
Commentary in One Volume (927 .95), edited by
G. D. D. Howley. Westminster has issued the first
analytical concordance for use with the RSV: An
Analytical Concordance to the Reutsed Standard
Version of the New Testamenf ($39.95). One of
its special features is the definitions of both
English and Greek words. Another useful volume

University Press, is an abridged edition of the
larger work "with emphasis on the Bible and the
history of the Christian church in all its forms."
For the first time in half a century, Eerdmans'
popular ref.erence guide, The International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia, edited by Geoffrey
Bromiley, is being "completely revised and
updated by an international team of scholars."
Most articles have been rewritten, and there are a
wealth of special aids, including well developed
bibliographies. It is to be a 4-volume set with one
being released annually. Volume I, A-D, is now
available for $29.95. From Sweet Publishing
there is a new volume in their Living Word
Commentary: The Acts ot' the Apostles, Part I
($5.25), by Anthony Ash.

Another significant relerence work is the
Harper & Row series edited by Arthur Carl
Piepkorn: Prot'iles in Beliet': The Relígious Bodies
of the United Stofes and Canado. Two volumes
(combined into one book for $18.95) have been
issued recently: Vol. III, Holiness and Pentecostal
Bodies, and Vol. IV, Euangelical, Fundamental,
and other Christian Bodies. Though perhaps
more valuable to scholars than to the "lay"
student, Bruce Metzger's The Early Versions of
the New Testament: Their Origin, Tronsmission,
and Limitations (Oxford University Press,
$17.50) is an authoritative handbook that
investigates all versions of the New Testament
before A. D, 1000. One of the most ambitious
undertakings is that of the noted historian of
religions Mircea Eliade: A History ot' Religious
ldeas, translated by Willard Trask and published
by the University of Chicago Press. He proposes
to trace "the inexhaustible variety of ways
mankind has expressed enduring need for the
element of the sacred." Volume l, From the
Stone Age to the Eleusinian Mysterie.s ($20.00),
is now available.
Theology and Biblical Studies

A highlight of religious publishing

is

Westminster's on-going project to issue the 60volume series called The C/ossics of Western
Spirituality.Included will be Jewish, Islamic, and

Christian spiritual and mystical writers, those
whose ideas are pertinent to "the nature and
Westmtnster Díctionary of Worship ($12.50), a history of religious thought." Each volume will sell
description of the forms of worship for all major for $7.95 in paperback and $11.95 in hard cover.
Two comprehensive theological works from
world religions. The Concíse Axt'ord Dictionary of
the Christian Church ($6.95 paper), edited by reputable scholars are Langdon Gilkey's Message
E.A. Livingston and published by Oxford and Existence: An Introduction to Christian

from this publisher is J. G. Davis' The

I

Theology (Seabury, $10.95) and Helmut
Thielicke's Theological Ethics (Eerdmans, $22'50

for the set). Gilkey examines the basic articles of
the creed "in light of human self-understanding,
the limitations of human life and human
openness to the transcendent." Thielicke's three
volumes, dealing with foundations, politics, and
sex, comprise a "comprehensive and systematic
Christian interpretation of human and historical
realitv. "
The New Life: Readings in Christian Theology, edited by Millard J. Erickson (Baker,
$7.95 paper), provides a good introduction to the
main divisions of theology and presents the
viewpoints of the different schools of thought.
Investigating primarily Evangelical concerns, the
Outreach and Identity monograph series is edited
by Klaus Bockmuehl, sponsored by the World
Evangelical Fellowship Theological Commission,
and published by InterVarsity Press. Each monograph deals briefly and concisely with a current
theological issue of "concern to the international
Christian community." Four have been issued to
date: Karl Barth's Theology ot' Mission by

Waldron Scott, The Biblical Doctrine ol
Regeneration by Helmut Burkhardt,

Contextualization: A Theology ot' Gospel and
Culture by Bruce J. Nicholla, and Euongelicals
and Social Ethics by Klaus Bockmuehl.
Three books centered on individual theologians are of interest. A Kierkegaard Handbookby
Frederick Sontag (John Knox, $5.95) combines
biography with an introduction to Kierkegaard's
writings and major concepts. Eerdmans has re
printed Karl Barth's Euangelícal Theology: An
lntroduction ($4.95 paper); and Harper & Row
has issued a new translation of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer's Chrisf the Center ($3.95 paper), a
statement of his Christological thought and a call
to "belief in uncertain times."
So many books provide excellent background
materials for Bible study, but we call your attention to only three at this time. Geza Vermes's The
Dead Sea Scro//s (Collins, $9.95) is an up-to-date
survey of the scrolls by one of the most thorough
of those researching this group of materials.
Especially valuable are the chapters on the
Qumran community, its life, institutions, and
beliefs. For generations the Pharisees have been
much maligned but little understood. In A Hidden
Reuolution: The Pharisees' Search Ío, the
Kingdom Within (Abingdon, $12.95), Ellis

Rivkin, after many years of research, presents a
fascinating account of who they were and what
they believed. Neu., Directions in New Testament
Study by Patrick Henry (Westminster, $8.95

paper) considers the "most important
developments of the last twenty years in New

Testament study."

Marriage and Family

With divorce rampant and even Christian
families breaking apart at an alarming rate,
husbands and wives, parents and children are
seeking help for troubled times. Many, writing
from personal experiences or from professional
expertise, offer new insights for strengthening
these relationships. Recommended by David R.
Mace, a prominent marriage counselor, Friends,
Partners, and Louers by Warren Lane Molton
(Judson, $5.95 paper), through the use of true
stories from the author's counselihg practice,
offers suggestions for enriching the marital
relationship. In A G¡ft of Loue: Marriage as a
Spiritual Journey (Paulist Press, $9.95), Ann
Tremaine Linthorst, also a counselor, affirms that
"only a spiritual perspective can heal the marital
problems of our day."
"Lord, help us to break the patterns of our
selfishness, that we might focus more and more
on each other's feelings, each other's needs."
With this prayer Charlie and Martha Shedd
introduce one of the chapters in their book,
Celebratíon in the Bedroom (Word, $7.95). In
their first book authored together, the Shedds
emphasize the beautiful and exciting aspects of
sex in a Christian marriage. They present fresh

ideas for making marriage "the joyful,
spontaneous friendship it was intended to be."

John Scanzoni, professor of Sociology and Child
Development/Family Relations, has made
valuable contributions in his studies of the art of
negotiation in marriage. One reviewer said of his
newest book Loue and Negotiate: Creatiue Confl¡ct ¡n Marriage (Word, $6.95): "John Scanzoni
offers us a rich repertoire of tools, conflict styles,
and negotiation methods to lead to creative
resolutions of conflict without regressing to the
old sins of dominance and submission."
Parenting has never been easy and is perhaps
more difficult today than in the past, but there

need not be despair. Dr. Joseph Felix

in

Parenting with Style (Our Sunday Visitor, $2.95
paper) writes as a psychologist, Director of the
Skill Development Center for the Cincinnati

public schools, educator, and father of eight. He
knows well the "agony and ecstasy of raising
children." His "lively and practical guide helps
parents handle kids at each stage of growth, gives
tips on maintaining dignified discipline, tells how
to build a strong conscience, how to recognize
trouble signals, and much more." For the parents
of adolescents, there are three recent books that
should provide deeper understanding and
practical help for this often turbulent period. The
Family Handbook of Adolescence (Knopf ,
$10.95) by John E. Schowalter, M.D. and Walter
Anyan, M.D., Directors of the Yale Child Study
Center, is an excellent resource manual for both
young people and parents. It examines numerous
aspects of the medical and psychological care of
the child from just before puberty to around the
age of 18, Backed by 15 years of experience in
the Reading and Learning Disabilities Clinic at
Adelphi University, Marvin Cohen has important
things to say about problem students and ways
parents can be co-workers with the schools in
Helping Your Teen-Age Student: What Parents
Can Do To Improue Reading ond Study Ski//s
(Dutton, $10.95). One other deals with a serious
and devastating problem and offers insights through
interviews with those who have tried suicide: A
Hard Look at Why Adolescents Commit Suicide
by Brenda Rabkin (Abingdon, $5.95).
Books focusing on specific problems of childrearing are Breaking the Cycle of Child Abuse by
Christine Herbruck (Winston Press, $4.95

paper); Tantrums, Toads, and Teddy

Bears

(Herald Press, $8.95) by Sheila Cragg, the story
of a hyperactive child and a loving family; and the
Open Family Series (Walker, $6.95 each) that
deals with topics of special concerns to family life.
Each volume has a dual text-one for parents
and one for children. Such a format lends itself to
family discussion and communication. New titles
are The Adopted One, About Phobías, and On
Diuorce.
lÄ/omen's Studies
Books come dripping from the press almost
daily on some facet of women's history,
problems, needs, goals, place, rights. Many are
hastily written to "get in on the act." Others are
substantial, well researched, and worthy contributions to the literature of this current issue of
such great importance. The ones mentioned here
add new dimensions to previous studies. A highly
10

significant treatise is C. Carmichael's Women,
Law, and the Genesis Tradition (Edinburgh

University Press, $12.50). The author investigates the Deuteronomic legislation concerning
women and argues that laws arose from specific
situations in Israelite history. Leonard Swidler in
Bibl¡cal Affirmations of Íilomen (Westminster,
$9.95 paper) comments on biblical passages that
deal positively with women. In God and the
Rhetoric of Sexuality (Fortress, $6.50), phyllis
Trible, a dedicated scholar in the biblical records
dealing with women, carefully probes the sexual
metaphors applied to God, the narratives of
Genesis 1-3, the Song of Songs, and Ruth "to
examine the 'minority report' within scripture,
where the voices of women are central." She
astutely points out that God cannot be reduced to
male or female images. Attempting to recover
important chapters in women's history, Rosemary
Reuther and Eleanor Mclaughlin also look to the
future to the "kind of female leadership that is
possible and desirable" in the 6ook Women of
Spirít: Female Leadership ín the Jewish and
Christian Traditions (Simon & Schuster, $11.95).

Children's Books
Several publishers have on-going series of
Bible stories or Bible-related stories for which
several new volumes are published annually.
Broadman produces |he Biblearn Seríes about
Old and New Testament people for ages 6-11.
The Z4-volume set should be complete by mid1980 and will sell for $85 for the set or $3.95
each. Augsburg's set for children 3-6 is entitled
Whatthe BibleTells Us. There are now 12 ($1.50
each), the most recent being A Baby Called John,
The Son Who Let't Home, Jesus and a Little Girl,
and Jesus Goes Away. Standard has several
series: New Bible Story Books for ages 3-8
($4.95 each); Att¡tude Deuelopmenf Series for
ages 5-9 ($4.95 each), which focuses on positive
personal attitudes; and Value Books for ages 5-9
($3.95 each), designed to help children learn
personal values and develop desirable qualities of
character. Regal's offering is Great Heroes of the
Bible Series by Ethel Barret, for ages 8-up ($1.9S
each). Seabury has revised and updated their

series

by Gerard

Pottebaum entitled Little

People's Paperbacks for ages 5-8.

A New Bible story book is Sfories t'rom the
Bible by Sipke van der Land (Eerdmans,
$13.95). The language is understandable and the

whimsical illustrations give new life to familiar
stories. Madeleine L'Engle recommends it as a
"splendid introduction to the Bible for young
people." Madeleine L'Engle herself has a rather
unusual one. Ladder of Angels: Scenes t'rom the
Bible lllustroted by Children of the World
(Seabury, $17.50) combines "paintings inspired
6y 1979 Year of the Child with stories written by

$5.95), a set of three "read-to-me" books for preschoolers. One book I found especially lovely is
Ann Ashford's I/ I Found a Wistt'ul Unicorn
(Peachtree Publishers), illustrated by Bill Drath.
It's a simple book and a simply beautiful one,
showing in a unique fashion the ways of love and
friendship. Though designed for children, it has a
grown-up message "for those who can be child-

the

like."
If I found a wistful unicorn and brought him
to you, allforlorn . . . would you pet him?

author."

'

The Deuil's Workshop by Katherine Marcuse
with drawings by Paul Zepelinsky (Abingdon,
$6.50) is a novel (ages 8-12) about Johann
Muller, who became an apprentice to Johann
Gutenberg, who was believed to be "in league
with the devil" because he was doing what had
never been done before. Muller shares in the
printer's struggles to print the Bible. and both
realize their own dreams. What's Hotching Out ol
that Egg? (Crown, $7.95, ages 7-9) by Patricia
Lanker is a science book that shows how eleven
kinds of animals are born. Why the Tides Ebb and
Flow (Houghton Mifflin, $6.95), authored by
Joan Chase Bowden and illustrated by Marc
Brown, is the story of an old woman battling
against the power and rhythm of the sea. This tale
becomes a part of a great tradition of those that
have grappled with the mystery of the sea and the
tides.

One book that should be especially welcomed
by older children is Dol/ars from Dandelions: 707
Ways to Eorn Money by Helen Sattler (Lothrop,
Lee &- Shephard). The author gathered her

information by interviewing "kids" who shared
ideas for starting a business, assessing your
abilities, getting experience, asking for jobs. Quite
different in its subject matter and intent but also
dealing with a very real problem is Margaret
Hyde's My Friend Wants To Run Au.,oy (McGrawHill, $7.95). This is a factual picture of what to
expect "on the road." Included also is up-to-date
in{ormation on hot lines and shelters for

runaways.
Each year there are several of those "special"
books that are apt to become cherished treasures.
For those who have long loved the sweet little
oeople, the simple wisdom, and the lovely

illustrations of Joan Walsh Anglund, there are
two new treasures this year: The Joan Walsh
Anglund Story Book (Random House, $4.95),
original stories and verses capturing tenderly the
child's world of worn-out teddy bears, waves, and
snow; and Emily and Adam (Random House,

If my rainbow were to tum all Eay and wouldn't
shine at alltoday . . . would you paint it?

If any of these things you'll do, I'll never have
to say to you . . "Do you love me?"

One other in this category is Posfcord Poems:

A collection olPoetry t'or Sharing, edited by Paul
Janecako (Bradbury Press, $8.95). The poems
included are from well-known poets but each is
"brief enough to fit on a postcarci" and special
enough to share with a best friend. Leqrning to be

friends is one of the important growing-up
experiences. Compiled by the Child Study
Children's Book Committee at Bank Stree,
Friends are Like Thot: Stories To Read to Yoursef (Crowell, $7.95) is an anthology of stories

focusing on "the importance of being and having
a

friend."

Reading for Young Adults
Sue Ellen Bridgers always captures the sense
of community and family, and there is no artificial
sweetness in her approaches to adolescence and
family relationships. One assessment of her
writing is that "her ability to show simple, innocent people doing what they have to do with
courage and foolishness and love and pain is
unparalleled." In AII Together Now (Knopf,
$7.95) shy Casey goes to spend the summer
with her grandparents in a small southern town.
"Casey came unwillingly," the story begins; but
anchored in her special relationship with Dwayne
Pickens, a man whose mind is that of a twelveyear-old, her life begins to weave in and out of the
lives of the people in the community and in the
touching, both she and they are profoundly
affected.

ln Out ot' Loue by Hilma Wolitzer (Bantam,
$1.50 paper), a young girl is caught in the
"complexity of life after her parents' divorce." A
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"poor little rich boy's search for love and identity"
is the theme of Ask t'or Loue and They Giue you
Ríce Pudding by Bradford Angier and Barbara
Corcoran (Bantam, $1.75 paper). Bill and Vera
Cleaver, authors of the best-selling Where the
Lilies Grow, have written another heart-warming
story about the growing pains of a young girl and
her grandmother-the pains of growing up and
growing old. Especially thought-provoking is
Equal Dating by Jean Stapleton and Richard
Bright (Abingdon, $6.95). They offer advice for
basing every aspect of the dating relationship on
"fairness, equality, and mutual respect."

Inspiration and Encouragement
There are those special writers that continue to
inspire and encourage us through the years; and
we look forward to their new books, knowing that
each may not be of equal value or interest but that
there will be something worth our reading and
thinking upon. Eugenia Price's Leque Yourseff

Alone (Zondervan, $5.95) is a reaction against
the self-knowledge, ego-centric, introspection
syndrome so prevalent today. "l'm tired of
examining myself," she says. "As long as we are
pulled inward, wringing our hand in despair and
self-attention, we don't have a free hand to reach
for God's grace." Due for publication by Bantam
in January is her Sú. Simon's Memoir, a book of
personal essays and remembrances. Ann Kiemel,
knowing special popularity among the young,

celebrates lif e in Jesus in her recent l'm
Celebrating (Revell, $6.95), a book of her re-

flections and poetry.
I'm celebrating.
Send up a hundred balloons . . . paint a sunrise in the sky . . . throw flowers to the wind
. . . wrap an arm around a heart . . . sing to
the world JESUS IS LOVE. HE CHANGES

EVERYTHING.

Those who were touched with the story of
Joni will want to read A Step Further by Joni
Eareckson and Steve Estes (Zondervan, $6.95).
Here Joni tries to piece "together the puzzle of
human suffering." Another significant contribution to the literature about suffering is Edith
Schaeffer's Affl¡ct¡on (Revell, $7.95). She
considers suffering and problems a part of normal
living and offers help in dealing with them. Most
of all she recommends an "open heart to the ways
of God."
The Passionate People: Carríers of the Spirit
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(Word, $5.95 paper) is another of those deeply
probing books by Keith Miller and Bruce Larson.
According to the publishers, this is not the book
they intended to write. Aiming for a "how-to"
book on helping others effectively and making the
church a change agent in the world, their own
searching led to more important discoveries: how
"Christians want to be like salt but are deathly
afraid of the price they expect to pay to become
salt . . . how countless others yearn for wholeness
in Christ and passionate purpose." The book then
took on a new direction: learning how to be
carriers of the Spirit, giving and receiving, sharing
life with others, bringing about change through
large institutions, understanding and overcoming
resistance to change and the difficulties of
reaching out. Their hope is that readers will
become "passionate people" of God.
Carlyle Marney in The Recouery of the Person
(Abingdon, 7979, 84.50 paper) writes, according
to the Yale Reuieur, "with freshness and grace
and manages to focus an astonishing variety of
insight in his analysis of personal existence . . . . It
is heartening to encounter so ringing an affirmation of creative human possibility." Donald
Kraybill in The Upside-Down Kingdom (Herald
Press, $5.95), winner of the 1979 National
Religious Book Award, also "challenges readers
to a radical new lifestyle." The Friendship Factor
by Alan McGinnis (Augsburg, 1979) is described
by Bruce Larson as "full of helpful insights about
the mysteries of human love and intimacy."
Elizabeth O'Connor, chronicler of the life of
The Church of the Savior in Washington, D.C.,
continues the story in Letters to Scattered Pilgrims
(Harper & Row, $6.95). These were written
during the period when the group was reforming

into six new church communities. In her usual
candid way, she is open and honest about the
uncertainties, the anguish, the wrestling with such
issues as leadership, authority, separation, God's
call and forgiveness. Those readers for whom
Madeleine L'Engle has been so inspiring will be
glad to know that her Crossruicks Journal, the
trilogy including A Circle of Quiet, The Summer
ot' the Great Grandmother, and The lrrational
Seoson, have been reissued (Seabury, $5.95
each, paper).

In conclusion, there is one book that should
speak peace to the hearts of those of us who find
ourselves so frustrated in the busy-ness and noise

of our daily rounds of living. "There is a silent self
in all of us - yearning to be nurtured," says
Wayne Oates in Nurfurin g Silence ín o Noisy
Heart (Doubleday, $7.95). Dr. Oates discusses
our "lack of privacy and how we can regain it and
stillkeep pace with busy lives."

Reading can change and enhance our lives.
However, "it is not the book that makes the
difference but the silent thunder of truth and the
gentle lightning of love that transforms and heals
us through the words that we read" (The New
Reuiew ot' Books and Religion, May 1979).

The Eckl eb ur g P er s P ectía e

Il,leepYourEye OnThe
Sparrow
By William J. Cook, Jr.
Somewhere in the Bible there is a verse which
says that God sees even the sparrow that falls.

Several months âgo, most every mortal in
England heard one fall as well. And it opened
our eyes to a whole new world of simple things.

It began much as any other church service sophisticated, impersonal, perfunctory; but it
ended in an extraordinary national experience of
humility, chagrin, and unrestrained emotion.

It happened on a Tuesday at St. Helen's

Parish Church in London. The congregation had
been gathered together in customary fashion to

provide an audience for a professional
performance. Only, in this case, it was not for
the usual pulpit performance but for a special
program.

As it turned out, it was more special than
anyone ever im4gined. It was supposed to be a
recital that classical guitarist Konrad Rogassing
was recording for a radio broadcast by the

British Broadcasting Corporation. But just

about the time the artist was getting enthralled in
his own virtuosity, and the rector was lost in the
boundless prospects of free publicity, and the
congregation dutifully was dozing between
suddenly all were called
prompted applause
- harshly,
but sweetly and
not
back to reality
beautifully. You see, a small sparrow had
somehow gotten itself trapped in the church's
rafters and, still fearing no evil, broke into song.

It is not clear whether it was the sparrow's
of timing, his unfortunate choice of an

sense

alternate key, or the fact that his simple song
was noticeably superior to that of the famous
guitarist. V/hatever the case, the rector of the
church, appropriately named ROBIN Clark,
was so insulted by this affront to his priestly
decorum and ego, that he gave little thought to

the theological implications of this little
messenger, or to his message, or to the One who,

no doubt, had sent him. So he stopped the
recital, cleared the sanctuary, sent for the
church's sharp shooter, and had the bird shot
or at least, so the
dead. So ended the song
rector thought.

-

But he was wrong. When the congregation
some
found out about it many cried in church
more
traditional
for the first time; others filed
formal protests. Within a week it was a national
outrage, making headlines in all the country's
leading newspapers. And if you doubt that the
sparrow has quickened a new sense of values
among many religious people, consider this
quote from a letter published in one newspaper:
"I can't help feeling there would have been the
temptation to reverse the procedure and direct
the microphone toward the bird after first
shooting the guitarist."

I

hope God

sees

guitarists when they fall.

The rector defended his action by pointing
out that "birds trapped in the church usually die
anyway." So do people, Rector Robin; so do
people.

Reflections At M¡ddle-Age
By Ms. M.

But then one day, I realized, "lt is tomorrow!,, t had
done all the right things, but what did I have to show
lor it? My children were very ordinary chitdrenl
persons. My marriage was stale in spite of my loyalty
and fidelity. My days were fult of ndff-baked'iae'as óf
s_elf-improvement and dreams of gotden tomorrows.
P.ut t-nç. ioyz lhe peace, the patienôe, the happiness,
the full s.piritual life that I had been promised foi
keeping "the rules" had not materialized.
Editor's note: Ms. M. writes the t'ollowing
introductory remarks to describe herselt' t'or
the reader. "Ms. M. ís the mother of fiue
children, ín her early forties, and married to
o success/ul professional. Like many of her
peers, Ms. M. is undergoing an identity crísis
caused, at least in part, by her children's
departure t'rom home, by her awareness that
her marriage is /ess than storybook perfect,
and by her desire to do more than bury
herself with uolunteer work, bridge games,
hypochondria, or alcohol. She is intelligent,
striuing, healthy, attractiue, and, in her
husband's words, hard to liue with at
present. Ms. M. has been acutely aware t'or
the past t'iue yeors of her uneosiness
regarding her home, her t'amily and hersell.
In that time she has obtained two uniuersity
degrees, lost twenty-fiue pounds, sent three
children ot'f to college, and admitted to
herselt', and to her husbqnd, that,things are
just not the way they should be.' Presently
she is líuing with him and the two youngest
children, and taking a sabbatical w¡th him in
an intellectually stimulating enuironment
which is mutually rewarding."
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Ms. M. reflects:

The big change over the past few years has
been in the improvement of my self-image. All
my personal relationships have undergone a
metamorphosis since my self-confidence began to
grow.

I feel, though, that somehow my attitude
toward myself and my surroundings has always
been contingent on my perceptions about Goã,
who he was, what he expected of me. As I
change, he, too, takes on a different appearance,
which I find disconcerting at times. What bothers
me is, is God all that mutable? Is he just an idol
that has to be torn down and replaced with a new

god as my needs change?

My early ideas about God were shaped in a
"fundamentalist" environment. It was not a
pentecostal, emotional, "spirit-filled" religion of
miracles, tongue-speaking, and prophesy, but a
Protestantism which stressed factual Biblical
knowledge and a Puritan ethic. It was Calvinism
without predestination and without the absolute
assurance of who the elect were.

The god I worshipped was a stern taskmaster
who demanded a lot and who made all the rules
and who seemed to rearrange the playing f¡eld to
catch me unawares. He was always setting the
goal to be obtained just beyond my reach and, no
matter how I exerted myself or struggled to please
him, the prize always eluded me. But I did not
regard him then as wantonly cruel. It was just his
way. When I failed, he would nod omnipotently
and say, "Keep trying. Tomorrow you'll do
better." And I tried to do better, heaven knows I
tried.

ln coming to accept myse,t with all

my
to
in
learning
trostítÍties and hang-ups, and
¡n
and
Íorgive mysell of my humanity,
grcw,I
closer
am
being Íree to change and
to accepting the notion that God is love
and not iust the overseer of the univerce.

task to work out his own salvation, both for the
here-and-now and for the hereafter. Fortitude

and endurance-these were the cardinal virtues,
not faith, nor hope, nor charity. One held on, no
matter what, to what was right.
But strangely, I was no longer at all sure what
uros right. I had been listening to too many voices
and had been trying to act on allthe advice I had
heard, particularly that which claimed direct
descent from divine inspiration. As a result I was
ending up frustrated, not really satisfied with my
life, and not very confident of my own decisions.
It now seemed imperative, as I realized my life
was likely half over, that I silence some of those
voices and act on my own convictions.
There is no rebirth without death, and both are

painful. But pain is frequently far more desirable
than non-feeling and ennui. I took a first step in
combating my lethargy. I enrolled in graduate
school.

But then one day, I realized, "lt ís tomorrow!"
And where had allthat effort gone? I had done all
the right things, but what did I have to show for
it? My children were very ordinary children/
persons. My marriage was stale in spite of my
ioyalty and fidelity. My days were full of halfbaked ideas of self-improvement and dreams of
golden tomorrows. But the joy, the peace, the
patience, the happiness, the full spiritual life that I
had been promised for keeping "the rules" had
not materialized.
a

checklist, merely a set of tension building routines
which demanded release periodically in a prescribed way, which served only to set in motion
the same cycle of tension buildup. Was this really

in mind

requirements.

I went into the study of

Reformation history and two things happened: I
discovered the doctrine of grace and I candidly
admitted to myself the contradictory messages I
had received from my religious heritage.

The church had put much emphasis on the
Tim.2:15: "Study to show thyself
approved unto God, a workman who needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth." Scripture was God's word for man. It was
to be taken seriously and literally. (Well...literally
up to a point.) It was inspired (whatever ihat
meant) , and one was enjoined to examine it
closely (but not foo closely lest one disagree with
the approved interpretation). One was to believe
the word and act on that belief (but not act so
differently as to threaten the rest of the group). By
study, the weak Christian would become strong.
(But by studying, he could also endanger his soul
by opening up questions without end.)
passage from II

In fact, my religion had become a goad,

what "the heavenly Father" had

Religious history has intrigued me as long as I
can remember. Now I was at a point in my educational career when I could indulge my curiosity
and not feel completely bound up with the

in

promising an abundant life?
Based on the responses I learned as a child,

I

reacted in typical, predictable fashion. If something was wrong with my life, I looked inward.
You see, even before my baptism (at about
twelve years of age) I had been thoroughly
indoctrinated with responsibility for my own sin
and salvation. If one's life was amiss, it was due to
one's own sluggish efforts. It was the individual's

My intellect said, "Seek the truth," but my
emotional entanglements said, "Holcl fast.
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Change is disruptive. What right does your
integrity and intellectual honesty have to upset
the faith, the needs, the comforts of others? If you
challenge the accepted way, you will only cause
harm and you may be heretical."
My soulwas cleaving in two. Half of it yearned
for honesty and knowledge and a different set of
reassurances. The other part grieved for the old
securities and cried out to my God to save me
from myself. As it happened, I gradually came to
see that the old faith had evolved into sight, and
that this vision had become distorted. My past
faith had congealed into certainties, but these
certainties were evaporating before my eyes.

And so when I met Martin Luther, he introduced me to a different apostle Paul than the one
who had told me to work out my salvation with

fear and trembling. This Paul told me there was
no condemnation for those who are in Christ
Jesus. There were changes taking place in my
thinking and feelings and I was not at all sure
where they would lead.
One change taking place at this time, whether
I liked it or not, was that of my relationship with
my children. It was becoming more and more
necessary for me to cease being the austere disciplinarian, the parent to be pleased, the authoritarian voice. I had to learn to let them go, to trust
them, to believe in their innate capacity to judge
for themselves. I had to become confident
enough of my own selfhood to allow others to be

performance in the band, and the selection as allconference right guard in football, and the

stunning prom dress zipped out on the sewing
machine in three evenings for only fourteen
dollars were hard won battles that needed to be
appreciated as such, and were not to be taken for
granted by Supermom, who felt she could justly
extort such payments as her due.

Yes, the kids preferred Three Dog Night to
Glenn Miller, but they could sing a lot of Bach's
Magnít'icat and Mozart's Requíem. Their dress
code was unseemly, frankly immodest, but they
felt easier about racial mixing than their parents
did. But Mom succeeded at bringing up the
children and they left home and it hurt. She had
"succeeded" herself right out of a job.
Another pressing concern that surfaced with

my attempt at honesty and growth was my
marriage. My husband and I were pushing fortyand we had arrived. The goals of our youth and
early married life had materialized or had been
modified, and I had to admit that anticipation was
more satisfying than fulfillment. I was faced with a
choice of continuing in my fur-lined hell or of
risking my husband's displeasure by informing
him how sorry things were.

But it lrightens me at fimes when I think
that my Lord might be only an oyercized
discove¡ed selt. That, I believe, would be
tñe worst ol idols.

themselves.

This was a far cry from the commanding
mother who had said to the children, "You are
an extension of me and as part of me you are
under my control." The old personality that once
had circumscribed itself with dental
appointments, parent-teacher conferences, and
music lessons-the old mother who knew exactly
where her children were, what TV shows they
weÍe watching, and when to expect their
questions on where babies come from-had to
come to terms with the fact that the children
slipped out at night, and that they left their pot
butts in her car, and visited planned parenthood
and cut classes at their leisure. She also had to
accept the fact that the awards of excellence for
1ô

Little girls reared in the forties and fifties were
taught to treat males deferentially. In my religious
tradition this meant that wives were "submissive"
to their husbands. To be specific, God created
woman to be a helpmeet that cooked, cleaned,
bore the children, taught Sunday School, and did
not deny sex to her loving provider. The husband
was the head of the wife as Christ was head of the
church. But now I was daring to question allthis.
To my Christian brothers and sisters I was rocking
the boat. (And they knew that the hand that
rocked the cradle ruled the world!)
As long as I had been contented with simplistic
approaches, nice formulae, and ready-made
answers, I was viewed as a true believer and had
ample spiritual/psychological support from those

of like mind. But to question these tenets of the
faith, to say nothing of expressing overt doubt,
was to defy God, the church, and my husband,
and was to cast myself into the void of authorityless space. The neat teleologically arranged world
in which I had grown up would brook no such
rebellion, For three months I became an atheist.

For a person who has never been without ar¡
omnipresent father figure, I had to remind myself
(and him) quite regularly that I disbelieved. I had
to shout at him, and shake my fists and curse to
make him understand and go away. But the
Hound of Heaven replied,
Ah, t'ondest, blindest, weakest,
I am He Whom thou seekest.
Francis ThomPson

-

And he was right. The reunion was that of the
prodigal and her father. I was received back with
iejoicing, not reþrimands. It was like two lovers,
too, who have gone their separate ways; but
upon encountering one another at some later
dãte are more circumspect toward each other. I
learned from the experience that my God was as
powerful as he had ever been, but I learned of his
forgiveness, too.
The problem of injecting vitality back into the
marriage has been the most persistent one. That,
though, I have always known was an on-going,
ever present reality that had to be contended
with. But I began to recognize that methods and
means have to change with age and
circumstance. Dinner out, a week's vacation
without the children, or an unexpected gift,
would no longer suffice. Nor would the have-anaffair-to-enhance-your-relationship-at-home idea
work for us. A more basic change was needed '
The ctrange occurred slowly, over a few years,
as I came to accept my own intrinsic worth' I
came to recognize that my children's growing up
was not a rejection of me but that they were
assuming responsibility for themselves and their
choices; and I was not accountable for their
mistakes. I finally was able to accept the fact that

some things happen, some things are-just
because. Ttey have no discernible causes, they

do not reflect on anyone's integrity, nor are they
cause for guilt. They just are.

in

At last I understood that I expected too much
demanding that my husband fill my every

need. He could not wave a magic wand over my
distress and make everything all right and neither
could L I learned to accept that my anger and
negative impulses were as valid as my feelings of
pleasure and empathy, but that it was my own
choice how I acted upon these feelings. In short, I
was learning to assume authorship and control
over my life and over responses to situations,
rather than feeling dictated by some perverse
outside control.
During this mental agitation my husband and I
changed our place of worship and I modified
some of my religious convictions. In spite of the
opirtun of some of my fellow Christians, I did
not, though, drop out of the church. The church
is still very important to me and retains the
mandate to succor the insecure, and the bruised
and the needy. I am one of them. But in daring to

shed some encrustations, I found a better me.
And in outgrowing my old god, I find the new
one is more worthy of praise.

In coming to accept myself with all my
hostilities and hang-ups, and in learning to forgive
myself of my humanity, and in being free to
change and grow, I am closer to accepting the
notion that God is love and not just the overseer
of the universe. And I am much nearer loving him
than when he kept changing the game. Perhaps
his and my relationship is much like mine with my
children. With our coming of age all of us are
getting to know one another on a different plane,
a plane we would have never known had we not
cut our moorings and taken the risk.
Of course, we are never really free oÍ the past.

I would not want to be entirely ftee of it. An

all

loving, all knowing spiritual father is an absolute
necessity for me. But in listening to my own inner

in being skeptical of those selfappointed spokesmen of his, I am coming, I
think, closer to knowing who he really is and what
he has for me individually. But it frightens me at
times when I think that my Lord might be only an
oversized discovered self. That, I believe, would
voice and

be the worst of idols.
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INTRODUCING OURSELVES
TO OTHERS
"There is today a new focus and a new thought pattern
on the Churches of Chríst horizon."

Editor's note: There appears ín the July,

7979 issue of The Ecumenical Review,
produced by the World Council of
Churches, an article entitled símply, "The
Churches of Chríst." A pret'ace to that article
states that "a t'undamental role of the World
Council oÍ Churches is to widen the
ecumenical t'ellowship and to enable
churches to know and understand one
onother more t'ully. One ot' the instruments
by which the Faith and Order Commission
has attempted to serue this purpose has
been a series ot' brief artícles appearing in
The Ecumenical Review under the title
'Ecumenical Exercise.'
"The purpose oÍ the 'Ecumenícal
Exercise' is to introduce to the wider t'ellow'
ship churches which are not members ot' the
World Council of Churches or, to say it
more accurately, to allow such churches to

introduce themselues. Each article

is

unsigned simply because no one person can
be said to be the author. ln each cose, the
initial draft was written by a scholar within or
uery close to the church desuibed. Then the
unsigned drat'ts were circulated widely
within the church with a request t'or

comments. Subsequent drat'ts were reuised
in the |ight ol the criticísm receiued. Therefore, each article represents the thínking ol
many persons. Euery et't'ort has been made
to achieue o descríption which is t'elt to be
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accurate and complete by the members
the church."

It

ol

was our judgment that this article,

which is rich in implications t'or our own selt'understanding, would be ot' interest to

Mission Journal readers. The Íull
unamended text of the article is printed
below.

The two-and-a-half million member Churches
constitute a major wing of the
Restoration Movement-a religious phenomenon
born on the early nineteenth century American
frontier under the tutelage, chiefly, of Alexander
Campbell and Barton W. Stone who sought to
restore the New Testament church.
Geographically, they are found predominately in
the southern states of the USA, with their greatest
concentration of members in Tennessee,
Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma and Southern
California.l Historically, they represent a fascinating blend of both Puritan and Enlightenment
ideologies, though the Enlightenment dimension
has almost entirely dropped out of their frame of
reterence, as we shall see. But their most
distinguishing characteristic is their insistence on a
restoration of the primitive church as depicted in
the New Testament.

of Christ

Traditionally, their hallmark has been "to
speak where the Bible speaks and to be silent

where the Bible is silent" and to practise only
those things which the primitive church practised
as revealed in Scripture. The hermeneutical
principle which discovers the pattern of the
primitive church is threefold: a direct command
from the Lord or his Apostles, an apostolic
example, or a necessary inference. lÍ a practise
cannot be rooted in one of these three forms of
authority, then that practise is inadmissable in the
church today. It goes without saying, then, that
the Churches of Christ traditionally have been
concerned with doctrinal truth and correct

body of the time. One of Thomas's first responses
to the fact of pluralism was to invite non-Seceder
Presbyterians to commune with Seceders, and for
this infringement against the sectarian ethic he
was brought to trial by the Philadelphia synod,
with the result that he soon left his church altogether.

ecclesiastical practice.

-indeed,
Cherbury

In light of this characteristic, it is ironic that the
movement began in the early nineteenth century
as an ecumenical movement, intended to unite all
Christians, in good Enlightenment fashion, upon
the bare essentials of the Christian religion as
depicted in the New Testament. While lhere were
eaily phases of the movement in Virginia led by
James O'Kelly and in Kentucky by Barton W.
Stone, the person chieily responsible for giving

the movement its theological presuppositions in
the early years was Alexander Campbell.

Thomas CamPbell
Alexander Campbell was born

in the

late

eighteenth century in County Antrim, Ireland, the
son of a teacher and minister in the Old Light,

Anti-Burgher, Seceder Presbyterian Church,
Thomas Campbell. In spite of his affiliation with
this highly exclusive Presbyterian sect, Thomas
was influenced by the Enlightenment, which
accounts for his attempts to break down sectarian
divisions within Scottish Presbyterianism. In
1807, at the suggestion of his physician, Thomas
migrated to America, temporarily leaving his
family in lreland, and settled in Washington
County in southwest Pennsylvania. The associate
synod of the Seceder Presbyterian Church,
meeting in Philadelphia, assigned Thomas to the
Chartiers Presbytery in the region of his new
home, and in the course of his new ministry in
America, Thomas encountered something that he
had not experienced before, namely, a high
degree of religious pluralism in which each sect
was given equal standing before the civil
authority. Not only wete thete various types of
Presbyterians, but there were also representatives
of practically every major European Christian

Now a Christian at large, with no denominational home and with religious pluralism all
around him, Thomas responded in a very normal
way for a person influenced by the Enlightenment
in exactly the way that Lord Herbert of

or even Thomas Jefferson
to
the fact of religious diversity
responded

had
and

pluralism. He attempted to bring about unity by
reducing religion to a set of essentials upon which
all reasonable men and women could agree. But
there was one critical difference between Thomas
Campbell, on the one hand, and Lord Herbert
and Thomas Jefferson, on the other. While
Herbert and Je{ferson had been interested in
religion, broadly conceived, and drew their
essentials o'f. every religion from nature, Campbell
was interested in Christianity in particular and,
true to his Puritan moorings, sought to draw his
essentials from the Bible. Briefly put, the formula
that he conceived and that guided the progress of
the movement through the early years was that
Christian unity could be achieved through a
restoration of the essentials of the primitive
Christian faith as revealed in the New Testament.

In his Declaration and

Address, drafted in
1809, Campbell called upon all the various
denominations to lay aside their distinguishing
names and creeds and to unite upon the one
thing they all shared in common, the Bible and
the Bible alone. The Declaration and Address,
one of the significant ecumenical statements in
American religious history, became the
cornerstone that launched the Restoration
Movement.

Alexander Campbell
Leadership of the movement was soon to pass
from Thomas to his son, Alexander, who arrived

in America with his mother, brothers and sisters
in 1809. Separated from his father's influence,
Alexander had nonetheless arrived at the same
conclusion, that the true Church was the
19

restored, New Testament Church. Soon after
their reunion, Alexander embraced the ideal of
unity as expressed in the Declaration and
Address.

Now the dye was cast and the movement
began in earnest. The Puritan principle of
restoration had been brought into the service of
the Enlightenment ideal of unity through the
restoration of essentials, and this was the gospel
which would characlerize the Restoration Movement, as it was called, for the next thirty to forty
years. However, it should be emphasized that
during those early years, the label "Restoration
Movement" was to some extent a misnomer, for
unity was the dominant motif, and restoration
was chiefly a means to that end.'z

Theological Division
As the events of the next few years were to
make quite clear, the theme of ecclesiastical
restoration was an unprofitable servant when
stationed in the employ of ecumenicity, and the
process by which Alexander Campbell and his
followers came to this realization was both slow
and painful. For example, in I8I2, Alexander
Campbell became convinced that immersion of
adults was the only form of baptism practised in
the primitive church, and he publicly announced
that that was the only form which he would
support or practise. However, his support of adult
immersion over the next twenty years was, if
anything, ambiguous. Campbell knew that to
restore the New Testament church would require
the immersion of adults, But he also knew that an
unqualified insistence on adult immersion would
seriously impair his efforts to achieve Christian
unity. During the 1820's, particularly, in the
journal which he published, The Chrístian
Baptist, Campbell vacillated back and forth on
this question. Then finally, in 1837, he made a
statement that was normative for his later years.
The statement was the so-called Lunenberg
Letter, in which he wrote: "He that . . . infers that
none are Christians but the immersed, as greatly
errs as he who affirms that none are alive but
those of clear and full vision."3 The unity theme
and the restoration theme had done battle over
the question of baptism, and the unity theme had
prevailed, at least in the mind of Campbell, the
chief theologian of the movement. Dissension
20

grew in the churches.

As the twin themes of unity and restoration
pulled apart, the younger Campbell, still a restorationist to be sure, leaned nontheless in an increas_
ingly ecumenical direction even at the expense of

a strict interpretation of the restoration ideal.
There were members of the church throughout
the land who followed him in that directioñ, but
lhere were others-many others, it should be

added-who had been so well taught

by

Campbell, Stone, and others concerning the strict
adherence to the principle of restoratioÀ, that if it
came to a choice between restoration and

ecumenicity, they gladly would abandon
of holding to the

Christian
in the interest
-u_nity
pattern of the primitive church.

The Civil War and Geographical Division

This strong bias in favour of the restoration
plea was the theological basis of what would later
become the Churches of Christ. The next
segment of the story has to do with the relation of
the Restoration Movement to the American Civil
War (1861-1865).'

As the nation moved towards war, Alexander
Campbell and other leaders of the movement
tried heroically to preserve unity in the
Restoration brotherhood, but the movement was
thoroughly polarized by the war ordeal, although
because the church had no denominational
machinery except for the Missionary Society, the
process of division was subtle and not easily
recognized. One should keep in mind that a
profound theological division had been
developing for some years before the war itself
began.

Significantly, however, the beginnings of the
more formal division took place within the
context of the American Christian Missionary
Society, which had come into being in 1849
against the objection of those who argued that the
very existence of missionary agencies was

unscriptural. In 1861, the Society called on
"brethren everywhere to do all in their power to
sustain the proper and constitutional authorities
of the Union." In 1863, the Society adopted a
loyalty resolution in support of the North.

Southern church leaders felt alienated, abused,
and betrayed. And when the war was over,
sectional sentiments began to coalesce around
two journals: the Gospel Aduocate, published in
Nashville, Tennessee, speaking to and for the
southern churches; and The Chrístian Stqndard,
published in Cincinnati, Ohio, speaking to and for
the northern churches.
Thus one can detect two embryonic divisions
in the movement and both divisions must be kept
clearly in mind if the emergence of the Churches

of Christ is to be properly understood. The first
division was a theological one, gradually

polarizing the two themes of unity and
restoration. The second division was a
geographic one, almost totally contingent upon
the American Civil War and related social issues.
The third development, a combination of the first
two, and in some ways the most critical one, is the
fact that these two divisions superimposed
themselves upon one another, as it were, with the
theme of Christian unity taking up its abode
principally in the North and the theme of the
restoration of apostolic Christianity gradually
coming to reside principally in the South.
The emerging Churches of Chrisi in the South
remained loyal to the restoration plea of the
original movement. They continued to talk about
Christian unity, but it was a unity predicated upon
their particular perception of what constituted the
primitive church.

The Division Hardens
From the end of the Civil War until the beninning of the twentieth century, the Gospel Aduocate
continually carped at the Christian Standard both

for its northern sectionalism and for its lack of
fidelity to the restoration principle. In so doing,
lhe Aduocate came more and more to represent
both restorationism and the southern region. The
two issues that became the most visible symbols of
the rift between southern restorationists and
northern ecumenists were the questions òf the
missionary society and instrumental music.

Concerning this latter issue, the southern

churches carried on the fifty year-old tradition in

the movement of refusing to permit a

musical

instrument in the worship on the grounds that it
was not used in the primitive church. Simply put,

the northern churches viewed this position

as

irrelevant and divisive.

By 1906, the division between the northern
and southern churches was sufficiently complete
that the United States Census Bureau recognized
two distinct religious bodies - the Disciples of
Christ and the Churches of Christ
- and this was
the report of the 1906 religious census which was
published in 1910.5 That report clearly
documented that the Disciples weîe in the
majority in both the northern and the Atlantic seaboard states by a 19 to 1 ratio. The only state in
which the Churches of Christ were
overwhelmingly more numerous than the
Disciples was Tennessee. Recent demographic
work reveals that Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, and Southern California are the five
regions where the Churches of Christ are
concentrated today.6 It should be added,
however, that small congregations are scattered
all over the United States.

The Twentieth Century

What, then, of the Churches of Christ in the
twentieth century? On the positive side, the
Churches of Christ have experienced
phenomenal growth. In the single decade of
1906 to 1916, they increased from 159,658
members to 377,937,7 and by 1966, their
membership was listed as 2,500,000.'Along with
this twentieth century growth came the establishment of numerous colleges, several of which have
undergone substantial expansion within the past
two decades.

But on the other side of the ledger, the
Churches of Christ in this century have been
plagued with serious differences that emanated
from strict interpretations of the restoration ideal.
The most serious controversy in the first half of
the century was over premillennialism, though
churches also have differed over whether congregational support of Sunday schools, located
preachers, Christian colleges, and orphan homes
was scriptural, as well as over the question of
intercongregational cooperation that plagued the
followers of Alexander Campbell in the
nineteenth century, However, by the 1960's there
had emerged a "main-line" Church of Christ

tradition that had largely eclipsed these questions,
though these issues did continue to be important
to a minority of churches within the brotherhood.
Given the Chruches of Christ's emphasis on
restoration of the Apostolic order, what do these
churches characteristically look like in worship
and practise? Each congregation is totally
autonomous and usually functions under the
direction of the lay elders of that congregation.
However, in smaller congregations where there
are not at least two men possessing what the
Churches of Christ regard as qualifications for
elders given in I Timothy and Titus, the congregation then functions without elders. Further,
congregations of the Churches of Christ typically
employ a plurality of deacons (no deaconesses)
who carry out the work of the church under the
oversight of the elders.

The minister of a particular congregation

is

always selected by the congregation. Since there
is no extra-congregational governing machinery,

each congregation sets its own ministerial

standards. It is fair to say that many, if not most,
ministers in the Churches of Christ have received
ministerial training in their four-year college
degree programmes at one of the church's

colleges. However, there are some ministers
without a college education as well as some who
possess graduate theological training.

The hallmark of worship in the Churches of
Christ is simplicity. These congregations typically
feel that there are five biblically authorized acts of
worship: singing, praying, preaching, giving, and
the celebration of the Lord's Supper. The
Churches of Christ participate in each of these
activities on every Lord's day. The singing
continues to be done a coppella and is usually
directed by one of the congregation's male
members. The male laity of the congregation also
actively participate in worship service through the
leading of prayers, the reading of Scripture, and
the distribution of the unleavened bread and the
grape juice (rarely wine) during the weekly Lord's
Supper, which is understood as a memorial of
Christ's death and resurrection.

The Churches of Christ place tremendous
emphasis on evangelism, both at home and
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abroad, and the church seeks to bring people to
what it regards as biblical conversion, namely,
believing the Gospel, repenting of one's sins,
confessing the name of Jesus Christ, and being
immersed in water for the forgiveness of sins.
Individual missionaries are supported by
particular congregations, or by a group of congregations who voluntarily cooperate in that
particular venture, and missionaries from the
church are found in many nations around the
world. In recent years, foreign missions emphasis
has been placed on the developing nations in
Africa and South America. Further, leading
missionaries in the church currently are exploring
new methods of evangelism which stress the
cultivation of truly indigenous churches rather
than churches bearing American cultural
imprints.

In the mid to late 1960's, several so-called
"exodus" movements took place wherein
numerous family units, sometimes as many as
seventy-five or eighty, sold their homes in the
South and migrate d en masse to a predetermined
location in the northeast region of the USA where
they took permanent jobs and began the task of
evangelizing a region where the Churches of
Christ were practically unknown. The persons
who participated in these exodus ventures were
typically lay persons from various occupations.
The most well-known of these endeavours was
the Exodus Bay Shore Movement to Bay Shore,
New York.

With their congregational autonomy and lack

of denominational machinery, the Churches

of
Christ have always been shaped more by journals

than by synods or bishops, and the "main-line"
churches which emerged in the mid-twentieth
century were to a great extent the product of two
extremely powerfuljournals. One was The Gospel
Aduocate which continues to be published in
Nashville, Tennessee, and which remains as one
of the most influential voices within the Chruches
of Christ. The other is the Firm Foundation,
published in Austin, Texas, which consistently
has exercised a middle-of-the-road, stabilizing
influence over the church. During the decade of
the 1960's, with all of its ferment and social
upheaval, it is not surprising that new journals
were founded which were dedicated to a freedom

of expression that was not thought possible within
the boundaries of the "main-line." Possibly the
most notable of these journals was Mission which
first appeared in July 7967
.

A Changing Church
Since the tenacious clinging to the restoration
principle in the post-Civil War south was, at least
in some respects, a function of southern poverty
and social estrangement, one would expect that
today, ',vith pronounced upward social and
economic mobility among the Churches of Christ,
the restoration principle would be taken with a
considerably reduced degree of seriousness. To
some extent, that is the case. Many members of
the Churches of Christ in the 1970's are virtually
unacquainted with the term "restoration," not to
speak of its meaning. Moreover, it is fair to say
that among church members under forty, many
know little, if anything, of the history of the
movement in America.

The theme of restoration has been at

least

supplemented in many congregations with one of

two emerging trends. One of these trends is a
newly found emphasis on God's activity in Jesus
Christ and the Gospel message of liberating
grace. This emphasis is, to some extent at least, a
reaction against what many church members
perceive as a traditional legalism within the
Churches of Christ. The most visible
manifestation of this new emphasis is the nationwide radio programme, "Heartbeat," which
attempts to address secular people with the
Gospel message of freedom and grace.

The second trend, emerging especially in
large, urban congregations, is an emphasis on
such distinctively middle class religious values as
positive thinking, success evangelism, and
pietistic introspection. This shift from restoration
theology to a pietistic, success-oriented theology
is certainly in harmony with the prevailing mood

in

American religion

in the

1970's, and

is

nowhere more manifest among the Churches of

Christ than in the "Soul-Winning Workshops."
The most successful workshop, held in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, draws over 15,000 people annually
and is the largest single gathering of members of
the Churches of Christ in the world. This fact
takes on even greater significance when one

to fifty years, the
largest gatherings among members of the
Churches of Christ were the annual college
lectureships which typically emphasized the
traditional themes of emulating the primitive
realizes that for the past forty

church in doctrine, worship and practice.e Moreover, the lectureships, along with such church
papers as the Gospel Aduocate and the Firm
Foundation, helped to shape whatever
orthodoxy prevailed within the brotherhood
during those years. Clearly, however, there is
today a new focus and a new thought pattern on
the Churches of Christ horizon.

One should not assume from the foregoing,
however, that emphasis on the restoration theme
is gone, for it certainly is not. Indeed, the
Churches of Christ today are characterized 6y a
wide diversity in emphasis. There was a day, only
ten or fifteen years ago, when a church member
could be reasonably certain of what he would find
in any Church of Christ in the country. That day
is gone. The church has become too large and
too mobile to be uniform. Congregational selfdetermination is practised today with a vigour
perhaps never bef ore experienced in the
church's history.
'Edwin S. Gaustad, "Churches of Christ ìn Ame¡ica." in Donald

R. Cutler (ed.). The Religious Situatiori: 1969 (Boston:

Beacon

pp. 1016-1017 and 1030-1031. While the Churches
of Christ are concentrated in these regions the deep south has
Press, 1969),

eluded these churches by and large. Fu¡ther, the southe¡n California
churches are still southern in make up. having ¡oots in Texas.
Tennesse. Arkansas, and Oklahoma.
'Cf . Richarcl T. Hughes. "A Comparison of the Restitut¡on Motifs
of the Campbells (1809-1830) and the Anabaptists (i524-1560)."
The Mennonite Quarterly Reuiew. XLV (October, 797 1), 372{Í.
rAlexancler Campbell. Millennial Harbinger (1837),
4\1{. 414.
506f
oCf. Davìd Edwin Harrell,
Quest for a Christian Americo
(Nashville: Disciples of CIrList Historical Society. 1966) . and "The
Sectional Origins of the Churches of Christ," Jottrnol ol Southern
History. XXX (Augusl. 1964). 261-277
5Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce and Labor,
"Disciples or Christians." Religious Bodies: 7906 (2 Parts: Washington: Government Printing Office, 1910). Part II. pp. 235-243.
uGaustad. "Churches of Chrìst." pp. 1016 1017 and 10301031

?8.J. Humble. The Story of the Restorotion (Austin: Firm

Foundation PLrblìshing House. 1969) . p. 70
8'[he World Almanac (New York: NeLu York World.Telegranl
andThe S¿¡n, 1966). pp.488-489
ncf . Wil¡iam S. Banowsky,
The Mirror of o Mouernent (Dallas:
Christian Publishing Corn¡:any. 1965)
.
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A Cappella Chorus Revisited '

The interview with the "A Cappella Chorus" (October issue) was interesting
but not very enlightening. It is good that they are willing to talk about their
sexual hangup (homosexuality), but it isn't good when they try to justify their
practice by divine revelation.
Their major premise seems to rest on the assumption that since God
approves certain lorms of heterosexuality, he also approves certain forms of

homosexuality. This view is unworkable when we consider that sex with
anyone outside the marital bond is sinful. Will the homosexuals in Churches
of Christ "marry" their own kind to avoid sinful relationships? Will they twist
Paul's statement in I Corinthians 7:2to read,: "Each homosexual man should
have his own husband, and each homosexual woman her own wife?" And
how do they deal with Romans l:27? "In the same way the men also
abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one
another." A "natural relationship" is with a woman only, It becomes
unnatural when it is with another man. Surely divine revelation could be no
plainer!
Sooner or later the homosexual will have to face the fact that his problem is
environmental, not biologicql, and that he is being led by the forces of evil and
not by the Holy Spirit. God will not make a man homosexual and then
condemn his "trade." I will gladly accept a homosexual if he considers his
problem a grave evil and is sincerely striving to avoid practicing it. But should
he attempt to vindicate himself by divine revelation, I will place him in the
same pigeonhole as the fornicator in Corinth who was "delivered to Satan."
Should he repent and alter his lifestyle, I will accept him back.
Buff Scott, Jr.
Cherokee, Iowa

I was very upset that

you gave the homosexuals a forum in MISSION
it upset me so much, but it did. I'm trying to

magazine. I'm not real sure why

be a reol believer; liberal, open, avant garde and all that, but somehow that
piece

infuriated me.

I hope Richard Hughes will give me equal time on the gay issue as I

feel

strongly about it and I think most MISSION readers were highly incensed and
shocked.

Not So Liberal As I Thought,
G. James Robinson
St. Louis, Missouri
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